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Treatment Gap Wide For Brain Injury Victims
The following is a guest submitted by the Hawaii injury law firm of Davis Levin
Livingston.
As reported by USA Today, there is a large treatment gap for brain injury victims in the
United States. Despite the fact that programs like Medicare and Medicaid, and even
most insurers, cover medical costs related to brain surgery and intensive care needed
to save traumatic brain injury patients, many insurers simply don’t provide adequate
funds for rehabilitation.
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These rehab programs may cost anywhere from $600 to $8,000 a day, depending on
the nature and extent of the services provided, according to Susan Connors, president
of the Brain Injury Association of America.
Tragically, this lack of coverage for brain injury rehabilitation translates into thousands
of TBI patients being discharged every from hospitals to nursing homes or to languish
in their beds. Since it is in the early months following injury when their brains are most
receptive to healing, many patients who might have otherwise have more successful
recoveries simply miss their window according to data from the National Institute for
Disability and Rehabilitation Research. As many as two-thirds of patients discharged
from rehabilitation hospitals following 16 days of general treatment receive no further
treatment.
Unfortunately, this means that countless brain-trauma patients, who but for the lack of
treatment, may never regain full use of their limbs, their ability to use language, their
emotional balance or their power to think clearly.
The views, opinions and positions expressed within this guest post are those of the
author alone and do not represent those of Patrick Malone & Associates, PC. The
accuracy, completeness and validity of any statements made within this article are not
guaranteed. We accept no liability for any errors, omissions or representations.
Attorney Mark Davis has been recognized as one of the top trial lawyers in Hawaii and
in the United States. The Hawaii injury lawyers at Davis Levin Livingston are able to
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handle complex and costly litigation through a combination of common experience and
expertise and individual achievement.
The views, opinions and positions expressed within this guest post are those of the
author alone and do not represent those of Patrick Malone & Associates, PC. The
accuracy, completeness and validity of any statements made within this article are not
guaranteed. We accept no liability for any errors, omissions or representations.

People interested in learning more about our firm's legal services, including medical
malpractice in Washington, D.C., Maryland and Virginia, may ask questions or send us
information about a particular case by phone or email. There is no charge for
contacting us regarding your inquiry. A malpractice attorney will respond within 24
hours.
All contents copyrighted 2010 Patrick Malone & Associates except where copyright
held by others. Reproduction in any form prohibited except where expressly granted.
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